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THE TRUTH ABOUT SNAPCHAT’S “DEMISE” 

 

HAVE TEENS REALLY STOPPED USING SNAPCHAT? OUR BRAND TRACKER AND SURVEY DATA 

TELL THE TRUE STORY… 

 

You’ve seen the headlines. It seems that every week there’s a doomsday story featuring 

Snapchat’s supposed demise. This week, it’s a record low stock moment for the brand, 

following the release of their newest Spectacles. Last month, reports declared that the 

platform’s growth is stagnating. According to Business Insider, though the platform beat 

analysts' low expectations, it only gained 188 million daily active users in the second quarter of 

this year—down 2% from the previous quarter. CEO Evan Spiegel blamed fallout from the 

controversial redesign. 

 

But what is the truth behind Snapchat’s current standing with young consumers? We turned to 

our monthly surveys, and youth brand tracker Ybrands  to find out. Let’s start with the basics: 

are young consumers, and teens in particular, still using Snapchat? Our last quarterly survey 

on social media use was fielded in July, and asked 13-36-year-olds what social platforms 

they’re using daily. Here’s what they told us: 
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Instagram is currently beating out Snapchat in daily use among young consumers, but still, half 

of 13-24-year-olds tell us they’re using Snapchat daily. It’s among 25-36-year-olds that daily 

usage falls much farther behind, with only 21% of that group saying they’re on Snapchat every 

day. But on the other hand, Snapchat far exceeds Facebook’s daily use among teens. In the 

end, Instagram is the platform to beat right now, ironically potentially because of they copied 

Snapchat’s features with Instagram Stories. It’s been two years since they released Stories, 

and the feature now attracts 400 million daily users, twice that of Snapchat’s entire app— 

causing Recode to call Instagram Stories “arguably the fastest-growing media format ever.” 

Our social media survey aligns, showing that 49% of 13-20-year-olds use the feature. 

 

But despite Instagram’s competitive standing, Snapchat is still showing a respectable number 

of daily users among teens and 18-24-year-olds. And things start to look a little different when 

we look at whether they actually enjoy spending time on the platform. Ypulse’s youth brand 

tracker Ybrands launched in January of this year, and has collected over 44,000 interviews 

that tell us how young consumers feel about more than 300 brands, including which are their 

favorites. Here’s a look at the ranking of their favorite social media platforms right now: 
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*Ybrands measures young consumers’ relationship with a brand based on a weighted 6-point 

scale, ranging from “Never heard of this brand” to “This brand is one of my favorites.” These 

are the top social brands that received the response, “This brand is one of my favorites,” 

among those who are aware of the brand. The brands on this list are among the 243 brands 

included in the brand tracker as of 9/2. Rankings are subject to change as more brands are 

added and removed.  

 

Here we can see that Snapchat is actually the top favorite platform amongst teens, beating out 

Instagram for the honor. It also ranks second among 18-24-year-olds, beating out Facebook, 

Pinterest, and Facebook Messenger. Again, it’s among the older group here that Snapchat 

performs less strongly. We also found that Snapchat was the top app that teens say they can't 

live without, so clearly the brand equity amongst this group remains high.  

 

But what can we say about Snapchat’s outlook? Ybrands also asks young consumers about the 

brands they plan to use or buy from in the future, and we took a look at Snapchat’s scores on 

that question over time: 

 

 
 

After hitting a low in May, following that infamous redesign, the app has rebounded among 

young consumers overall, and has seen an upswing in the last few weeks. 

 

Does this mean Snapchat will always be popular? No, nothing can guarantee that (as is evident 

by Facebook’s standing among teens). But we can say that for now the doomsday headlines 

are likely jumping the gun, and brands that want to reach teens can still look to Snapchat as a 

conduit. 
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